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Meathead
“The Dean of American Cuisine” and mentor to some
of the country’s most acclaimed chefs offers essential
kitchen wisdom in this illustrated guide (Julia Child).
“In my twenty-five years of teaching I have tried to
make people realize that cooking is primarily fun and
that the more they know about what they are doing,
the more fun it is.” So begins James Beard’s
expansive book of culinary terms, methods, tools, and
techniques. No one knew food better than Beard, and
in these pages his timeless wisdom is on full display.
Perfect for both seasoned chefs and those just
starting out in the kitchen, James Beard’s Theory and
Practice of Good Cooking will be one of the most
comprehensive and important cookbooks in your
library. With a guide to kitchenware, step-by-step
explanations of foundational cooking techniques, and
more than 300 classic recipes to add to your
repertoire, this invaluable volume provides all you
need to become a star in the kitchen. Beard’s dishes,
from poached pears to steak au poivre, stuffed clams
to chocolate soufflé, will delight the senses. And his
unpretentious advice, alongside personal anecdotes
and food histories, will make cooking a joy.

What Einstein Didn't Know
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business
columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively
simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than
an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving
problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise
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decisions,In
even
predicting
theIllustrated
future. With
boundless
erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture,
psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics,
artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to
show how this simple idea offers important lessons for
how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our
companies, and think about our world.

The Science of the Oven
Guy Crosby offers a lively tour of the history and
science behind the art of cooking, with a focus on
achieving a healthy daily diet. He traces the evolution
of cooking from its earliest origins, recounting the
innovations that have unraveled the mysteries of
health and taste.

The Science of Cooking
Almost a thousand recipes, cooking ideas and
information on cooking "homestead style" - simple,
basic, home-grown ingredients, simple tools and oldfashioned recipes. For several years, I have gathered
recipes and information from my friends, including
many in the Old Order Mennonite community. A lot of
these recipes are ones I use daily on our off-grid
homestead - with limited electricity and no
refrigerator or freezer, I focus on recipes that can be
made without electric appliances. No microwave
recipes in here! In fact, with a cooler and some ice to
keep things cool, and a way to cook, many of these
recipes work well for camping or traveling. This is not
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an "ultimate"
cookbook,
but aIllustrated
way to show
you how I
fill my pantry and cook great meals from what I store.
Recipes are written in paragraph style with bolded
ingredients for easy reading. Just imagine I'm talking
to you on the phone and telling you how to make my
friend's amazing pickle recipe or my Mom's every day
White Bread. I truly hope you enjoy. Love, Marie

The Science of Good Cooking
Based on the popular Harvard University and edX
course, Science and Cooking explores the scientific
basis of why recipes work. The spectacular culinary
creations of modern cuisine are the stuff of countless
articles and social media feeds. But to a scientist they
are also perfect pedagogical explorations into the
basic scientific principles of cooking. In Science and
Cooking, Harvard professors Michael Brenner, Pia
Sörensen, and David Weitz bring the classroom to
your kitchen to teach the physics and chemistry
underlying every recipe. Why do we knead bread?
What determines the temperature at which we cook a
steak, or the amount of time our chocolate chip
cookies spend in the oven? Science and Cooking
answers these questions and more through hands-on
experiments and recipes from renowned chefs such
as Christina Tosi, Joanne Chang, and Wylie Dufresne,
all beautifully illustrated in full color. With engaging
introductions from revolutionary chefs and
collaborators Ferran Adria and José Andrés, Science
and Cooking will change the way you approach both
subjects—in your kitchen and beyond.
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The Science of Good Food
The #1 New York Times Best Seller! IACP Award
Winner Want to bake the most-awesome-ever
cupcakes? Or surprise your family with breakfast
tacos on Sunday morning? Looking for a quick snack
after school? Or maybe something special for a
sleepover? It's all here. Learn to cook like a pro—it's
easier than you think. For the first time ever,
America's Test Kitchen is bringing their scientific
know-how, rigorous testing, and hands-on learning to
KIDS in the kitchen! Using kid-tested and approved
recipes, America's Test Kitchen has created THE
cookbook every kid chef needs on their shelf.
Whether you're cooking for yourself, your friends, or
your family, The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs
has delicious recipes that will wow! Recipes were
thoroughly tested by more than 750 kids to get them
just right for cooks of all skill levels—including recipes
for breakfast, snacks and beverages, dinners,
desserts, and more. Step-by-step photos of tips and
techniques will help young chefs feel like pros in their
own kitchen Testimonials (and even some product
reviews!) from kid test cooks who worked alongside
America's Test Kitchen will encourage young chefs
that they truly are learning the best recipes from the
best cooks. By empowering young chefs to make their
own choices in the kitchen, America's Test Kitchen is
building a new generation of confident cooks,
engaged eaters, and curious experimenters.

Fed & Fit
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and Illustrated
Cooking is aMagazine
kitchen
classic. Hailed by Time magazine as "a minor
masterpiece" when it first appeared in 1984, On Food
and Cooking is the bible to which food lovers and
professional chefs worldwide turn for an
understanding of where our foods come from, what
exactly they're made of, and how cooking transforms
them into something new and delicious. Now, for its
twentieth anniversary, Harold McGee has prepared a
new, fully revised and updated edition of On Food and
Cooking. He has rewritten the text almost completely,
expanded it by two-thirds, and commissioned more
than 100 new illustrations. As compulsively readable
and engaging as ever, the new On Food and Cooking
provides countless eye-opening insights into food, its
preparation, and its enjoyment. On Food and Cooking
pioneered the translation of technical food science
into cook-friendly kitchen science and helped give
birth to the inventive culinary movement known as
"molecular gastronomy." Though other books have
now been written about kitchen science, On Food and
Cooking remains unmatched in the accuracy, clarity,
and thoroughness of its explanations, and the
intriguing way in which it blends science with the
historical evolution of foods and cooking techniques.
Among the major themes addressed throughout this
new edition are: Traditional and modern methods of
food production and their influences on food quality
The great diversity of methods by which people in
different places and times have prepared the same
ingredients Tips for selecting the best ingredients and
preparing them successfully The particular
substances that give foods their flavors and that give
us pleasure Our evolving knowledge of the health
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benefits and
risks of foods
OnIllustrated
Food and Cooking
is an
invaluable and monumental compendium of basic
information about ingredients, cooking methods, and
the pleasures of eating. It will delight and fascinate
anyone who has ever cooked, savored, or wondered
about food.

The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking
Through Science
Examines the biochemistry behind cooking and food
preparation, rejecting such common notions as that
searing meat seals in juices and that cutting lettuce
causes it to brown faster

The Curious Cook
The next best thing to having Mark Bittman in the
kitchen with you Mark Bittman's highly acclaimed,
bestselling book How to Cook Everything is an
indispensable guide for any modern cook. With How
to Cook Everything The Basics he reveals how truly
easy it is to learn fundamental techniques and
recipes. From dicing vegetables and roasting meat, to
cooking building-block meals that include salads,
soups, poultry, meats, fish, sides, and desserts,
Bittman explains what every home cook, particularly
novices, should know. 1,000 beautiful and instructive
photographs throughout the book reveal key
preparation details that make every dish inviting and
accessible. With clear and straightforward directions,
Bittman's practical tips and variation ideas, and visual
cues that accompany each of the 185 recipes,
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TheMagazine
Basics is
like having Bittman in the kitchen with you. This is the
essential teaching cookbook, with 1,000 photos
illustrating every technique and recipe; the result is a
comprehensive reference that’s both visually stunning
and utterly practical. Special Basics features
scattered throughout simplify broad subjects with
sections like “Think of Vegetables in Groups,” “How to
Cook Any Grain,” and “5 Rules for Buying and Storing
Seafood.” 600 demonstration photos each build on a
step from the recipe to teach a core lesson, like
“Cracking an Egg,” “Using Pasta Water,” “Recognizing
Doneness,” and “Crimping the Pie Shut.” Detailed
notes appear in blue type near selected images. Here
Mark highlights what to look for during a particular
step and offers handy advice and other helpful asides.
Tips and variations let cooks hone their skills and be
creative.

Season
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James
Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP
Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must
have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or
where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book
Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a
charred crust and an interior that's perfectly mediumrare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to
make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as
satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue
box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a succulent,
moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a
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As Serious
Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt
has pondered all these questions and more. In The
Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind
beloved American dishes, delving into the interactions
between heat, energy, and molecules that create
great food. Kenji shows that often, conventional
methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can
achieve far better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make
recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find
out how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just
two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato
sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the
crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived,
and much more.

I'm Just Here for the Food: Version 2.0
This companion book to the New York Times bestselling The Science of Good Cooking discusses the
science behind 50 ingredients, including pork
shoulder, apples and dark chocolate, and performs an
original experiment to show how the science works.
--Publisher's description.

What Good Cooks Know
"I remember the early years of science as it applies to
cooking and have seen how it has developed since
then with contributions as Nathan Myhrvold . Claudi
Mans makes a new contribution in his book The
Science of Cooking. A Quick immersion, offering a
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vision of what
happens
when Illustrated
we cook, from
the point
of view of science, while using clear and
straightforward language." Harold McGee "An incisive
and well-documented book that provides an entrance
into the world of cuisine as seen through the prism of
science." Ferran Adri "This book of Professor Mans is
an excellent description of some of the science that is
important for cooking, told as science, but through
the eyes of a chef." David A. Weitz (Harvard
University). In recent years, new products, new
techniques and new cooking styles have entered the
market with force. And, at the same time, interest has
grown in the relationship between nutrition, health
and gastronomy. The sciences-biology, physics and
chemistry- are the tools for understanding the
entirety. Chemistry, in particular, describes what
substances are responsible for color, smell and taste,
and why they change in cooking. On the other hand,
the chemical and biological structures of animal and
plant cells and tissues explain the textures and their
changes in the kitchen. In this book, all these aspects
are treated with every day and understandable
language, while it remains technically rigorous and
provides a large amount of information. With all this,
the reader will be able to know what is in their food
before and after cooking it, resulting in greater
intellectual satisfaction, added to the sensory.

The Science of Cooking
A landmark book from the test kitchen that has been
teaching America how to cook for 20 years. We
launched the America's Test Kitchen Cooking School
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ago
to teach
homeIllustrated
cooks how to
cook the
test kitchen way, and since then thousands of
students have taken our interactive video-based
online courses. The America's Test Kitchen Cooking
School Cookbook shares the same goal as our online
school and brings all our best practices—along with
600 all-time favorite recipes—into one place so that
you can become a better, more confident cook. There
is no better way to learn than seeing an expert in
action, so we've included over 2,500 color photos that
bring you into the test kitchen so you can see how to
prepare recipes step-by-step. The book starts off with
an exhaustive 46-page Cooking Basics chapter that
covers everything from what equipment you need
(and how to care for it) to test-kitchen tricks for how
to make food taste better. Then we move on to cover
all the major cooking and baking categories, from
meat, poultry, and pasta to breads, cakes, and pies.
Illustrated Core Techniques, like how to whip egg
whites, roast a chicken, or bake flawless pie dough,
focus on the building block recipes everyone should
know. Recipe Tutorials that each feature 20-35 color
photos then walk readers through recipes that are
either more complicated or simply benefit from the
visual clues of step photography, like Extra-Crunchy
Fried Chicken, Sticky Buns with Pecans, and DeepDish Apple Pie. Every chapter ends with a library of
the test kitchen's all-time favorite recipes, such as
Pan-Seared Steaks with Red Wine Pan Sauce,
Meatballs and Marinara, Best Vegetarian Chili,
Memphis-Style Barbecued Ribs, and New York-Style
Cheesecake—more than 600 in total—that will allow
home cooks to expand their repertoire. The America's
Test Kitchen Cooking School Cookbook is a how-toPage 11/34
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fail, which makes it the ideal book for anyone looking
to cook better.

The Science of Cooking
Cassy Joy Garcia draws from her years of research
and experience to deliver a roadmap to mastering her
'Four Pillars of True Health'. With over 150 gluten-free
and Paleo-friendly recipes, a 28-day food and fitness
plan, portion guides, program guides and
supplemental online tools, Fed & Fit provides readers
a foundation for lasting success. Joy's recipes were
hand selected to complement each of 'The Four
Pillars' and include step-by-step instructions, fullcolour photos and personalisation guides to help you
achieve your individual wellness goals.

Keys to Good Cooking
Now a Netflix series! New York Times Bestseller and
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Award for Best
General Cookbook and multiple IACP Cookbook
Awards Named one of the Best Books of 2017 by:
NPR, BuzzFeed, The Atlantic, The Washington Post,
Chicago Tribune, Rachel Ray Every Day, San
Francisco Chronicle, Vice Munchies, Elle.com,
Glamour, Eater, Newsday, Minneapolis Star Tribune,
The Seattle Times, Tampa Bay Times, Tasting Table,
Modern Farmer, Publishers Weekly, and more. A
visionary new master class in cooking that distills
decades of professional experience into just four
simple elements, from the woman declared
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“America’s
greatCooks
cooking
teacher” by
Alice
Waters. In the tradition of The Joy of Cooking and How
to Cook Everything comes Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat, an
ambitious new approach to cooking by a major new
culinary voice. Chef and writer Samin Nosrat has
taught everyone from professional chefs to middle
school kids to author Michael Pollan to cook using her
revolutionary, yet simple, philosophy. Master the use
of just four elements—Salt, which enhances flavor;
Fat, which delivers flavor and generates texture; Acid,
which balances flavor; and Heat, which ultimately
determines the texture of food—and anything you
cook will be delicious. By explaining the hows and
whys of good cooking, Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat will teach
and inspire a new generation of cooks how to
confidently make better decisions in the kitchen and
cook delicious meals with any ingredients, anywhere,
at any time. Echoing Samin’s own journey from
culinary novice to award-winning chef, Salt, Fat Acid,
Heat immediately bridges the gap between home and
professional kitchens. With charming narrative,
illustrated walkthroughs, and a lighthearted approach
to kitchen science, Samin demystifies the four
elements of good cooking for everyone. Refer to the
canon of 100 essential recipes—and dozens of
variations—to put the lessons into practice and make
bright, balanced vinaigrettes, perfectly caramelized
roast vegetables, tender braised meats, and light,
flaky pastry doughs. Featuring 150 illustrations and
infographics that reveal an atlas to the world of flavor
by renowned illustrator Wendy MacNaughton, Salt,
Fat, Acid, Heat will be your compass in the kitchen.
Destined to be a classic, it just might be the last
cookbook you’ll ever need. With a foreword by
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Michael Pollan.
The Wisdom of Crowds
Adventurous cooks, curious foodies, and fans of spicy
recipes. Break new ground with this spice book like no
other. Explore the world's best spices, discover why
certain spice mixes work, and how to use spices
creatively. Be inspired to make your own new spice
blends, and take your cooking to new heights. The
Science of Spice will help you understand the
practical science behind the art of cooking with
spices. If you've ever wondered what to do with that
unloved jar of sumac, why some spices taste stronger
than others, or how to make your own personal garam
masala, this inspirational guide has all the answers.
Spice sets out the science behind the flavours and
helps you choose, with greater confidence and
intuition, how to use spices that perfectly complement
each other. Spice profiles - organised by their
dominant flavour compound - showcase the world's
top spices, with recipe ideas, information on how to
buy, use, and store, and more in-depth science to
help you release the flavours and make your own
spice connections, as well as a selection of recipes
using innovative spice blends designed to brighten
your palate and inspire your own culinary adventures.
The Science of Spice is an indispensable kitchen
companion that home cooks will turn to time and time
again to learn and innovate.

The New Making of a Cook
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Are you the
type, the
cook who
marches to
a different drummer -- used to expressing your
creativity instead of just following recipes? Are you
interested in the science behind what happens to food
while it's cooking? Do you want to learn what makes a
recipe work so you can improvise and create your
own unique dish? More than just a cookbook, Cooking
for Geeks applies your curiosity to discovery,
inspiration, and invention in the kitchen. Why is
medium-rare steak so popular? Why do we bake some
things at 350° F/175° C and others at 375° F/190° C?
And how quickly does a pizza cook if we overclock an
oven to 1,000° F/540° C? Author and cooking geek
Jeff Potter provides the answers and offers a unique
take on recipes -- from the sweet (a "mean" chocolate
chip cookie) to the savory (duck confit sugo). This
book is an excellent and intriguing resource for
anyone who wants to experiment with cooking, even
if you don't consider yourself a geek. Initialize your
kitchen and calibrate your tools Learn about the
important reactions in cooking, such as protein
denaturation, Maillard reactions, and caramelization,
and how they impact the foods we cook Play with
your food using hydrocolloids and sous vide cooking
Gain firsthand insights from interviews with
researchers, food scientists, knife experts, chefs,
writers, and more, including author Harold McGee, TV
personality Adam Savage, chemist Hervé This, and
xkcd "My own session with the book made me feel a
lot more confident in my cooking." --Monica Racic,The
New Yorker "I LOVE this book. It's inspiring,
invigorating, and damned fun to spend time inside the
mind of 'big picture' cooking. I'm Hungry!" --Adam
Savage, co-host of Discovery Channel's MythBusters
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funny,
andIllustrated
informative
book,
Cooking for Geeks (O'Reilly), Jeff Potter tells us why
things work in the kitchen and why they don't." -Barbara Hanson, NewYork Daily News

The America's Test Kitchen Cooking
School Cookbook
A kitchen is no different from most science
laboratories and cookery may properly be regarded as
an experimental science. Food preparation and
cookery involve many processes which are well
described by the physical sciences. Understanding the
chemistry and physics of cooking should lead to
improvements in performance in the kitchen. For
those of us who wish to know why certain recipes
work and perhaps more importantly why others fail,
appreciating the underlying physical processes will
inevitably help in unravelling the mysteries of the
"art" of good cooking. Strong praise from the
reviewers - "Will be stimulating for amateur cooks
with an interest in following recipes and
understanding how they work. They will find
anecdotes and, sprinkled throughout the book,
scientific points of information The book is a pleasant
read and is an invitation to become better acquainted
with the science of cooking." - NATURE "This year, at
last, we have a book which shows how a practical
understanding of physics and chemistry can improve
culinary performance [Barham] first explains, in a
lucid non-textbooky way, the principles behind taste,
flavour and the main methods of food preparation,
and then gives fool-proof basic recipes for dishes from
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roast leg of
to chocolate
- FINANCIAL
TIMES WEEKEND "This book is full of interesting and
relevant facts that clarify the techniques of cooking
that lead to the texture, taste and aroma of good
cuisine. As a physicist the author introduces the
importance of models in preparing food, and their
modification as a result of testing (tasting)."- THE
PHYSICIST "Focuses quite specifically on the physics
and food chemistry of practical domestic cooking in
terms of real recipes Each chapter starts with an
overview of the scientific issues relevant to that food
group, e.g. toughness of meat, thickening of sauces,
collapse of sponge cakes and soufflés. This is followed
by actual recipes, with the purpose behind each
ingredient and technique explained, and each recipe
followed by a table describing some common
problems, causes and solutions. Each chapter then
ends with suggested experiments to illustrate some of
the scientific principles exploited in the chapter." FOOD & DRINK NEWSLETTER

Cook, Taste, Learn
There are few books that offer home cooks a new way
to cook and to think about flavor—and fewer that do it
with the clarity and warmth of Nik Sharma's Season.
Season features 100 of the most delicious and
intriguing recipes you've ever tasted, plus 125 of the
most beautiful photographs ever seen in a cookbook.
Here Nik, beloved curator of the award-winning food
blog A Brown Table, shares a treasury of ingredients,
techniques, and flavors that combine in a way that's
both familiar and completely unexpected. These are
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recipes that
take a journey
the way from
India by
way of the American South to California. It's a
personal journey that opens new vistas in the kitchen,
including new methods and integrated by a
marvelous use of spices. Even though these are
dishes that will take home cooks and their guests by
surprise, rest assured there's nothing intimidating
here. Season, like Nik, welcomes everyone to the
table!

Science and Cooking: Physics Meets
Food, From Homemade to Haute Cuisine
An alphabetically arranged reference looks at the
science behind everyday cooking, explaining the
physical and chemical transformations involved in
food preparation and cooking.

The Science of Spice
Get answers to all your cooking science questions,
and cook tastier, more nutritious food using
fundamental principles, practical advice, and step-bystep techniques. Where does the heat come from in a
chili pepper? Why is wild salmon darker than farmed?
Does searing meat really "seal in" the juices? A good
recipe goes a long way, but if you can master the
science behind it, you'll be one step ahead. Using fullcolor images, stats and facts through infographics,
and an engaging Q&A format to show you how to
perfect your cooking, The Science of Cooking brings
food science out of the lab and into your kitchen.
Topics include meat and poultry, seafood, dairy,
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pulses and
fruits,
vegetables,
spices,
herbs,
baked goods, and more, making it perfect for
perfecting everyday cooking as well as for special
meals.

Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat
A requisite countertop companion for all home chefs,
Keys to Good Cooking distils the modern scientific
understanding of cooking and translates it into
immediately useful information. The book provides
simple statements of fact and advice, along with brief
explanations that help cooks understand why, and
apply that understanding to other situations. Not a
cookbook, Keys to Good Cooking is, simply put, a
book about how to cook well. A work of astounding
scholarship and originality, this is a concise and
authoritative guide designed to help home cooks
navigate the ever-expanding universe of recipes and
ingredients and appliances, and arrive at the
promised land of a satisfying dish.

A Cabin Full of Food
Aroma, texture, sound, emotion—these are just a few
of the elements that play into our perceptions of
flavor. The Flavor Equation demonstrates how to
convert approachable spices, herbs, and
commonplace pantry items into tasty, simple dishes.
In this groundbreaking book, Nik Sharma, scientist,
food blogger, and author of the buzz-generating
cookbook Season, guides home cooks on an
exploration of flavor in more than 100 recipes. •
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Provides inspiration
knowledge
to both
home
cooks and seasoned chefs • An in-depth exploration
into the science of taste • Features Nik Sharma's
evocative, trademark photography style The Flavor
Equation is an accessible guide to elevating elemental
ingredients to make delicious dishes that hit all the
right notes, every time. Recipes include Brightness:
Lemon-Lime Mintade, Saltiness: Roasted Tomato and
Tamarind Soup, Sweetness: Honey Turmeric Chicken
Kebabs with Pineapple, Savoriness: Soba Noodles with
Mushrooms and Walnut Sauce, and Richness: Coconut
Milk Cake. • A global, scientific approach to cooking
from bestselling cookbook author Nik Sharma • Dives
deep into the most basic of our pantry items—salts,
oils, sugars, vinegars, citrus, peppers, and more •
Perfect gift for home cooks who want to learn more
beyond recipes, those interested in the science of
food and flavor, and readers of Lucky Peach, Serious
Eats, Indian-Ish, and Koreatown • Add it to the shelf
with cookbooks like The Food Lab: Better Home
Cooking Through Science by J. Kenji López-Alt; The
Flavor Bible: The Essential Guide to Culinary
Creativity, Based on the Wisdom of America's Most
Imaginative Chefs by Karen Page and Andrew
Dornenburg; and Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: Mastering the
Elements of Good Cooking by Samin Nosrat.

Culinary Reactions
"There is a perfect drink for every occasion and every
mood. Carey and John are going to help you find it!"
—J. Kenji López-Alt It's a quandary shared by
adventurous and indecisive drinkers alike: What
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tonight?Cooks
Here to
answer that
question is
Be Your Own Bartender. Through more than a dozen
interactive flowcharts, the book poses a series of
questions designed to lead readers to their ideal
drink. With more than 151 original recipes, there's a
cocktail for every mood, taste, and occasion. Are you
after something tequila-based or gin-based? Do you
like gin or really like gin? Are you ready to break out
the muddler? And is your night winding down or just
getting started? Whatever the answers, Be Your Own
Bartender leads you to your destination—a cocktail
effectively designed just for you. With some drinks
that are truly adventurous and others that are
friendlier to the cocktail novice, every recipe is
created with the home bartender in mind. Divided
into chapters by spirit—with bonus flowcharts for
brunch drinks, holiday parties, and true cocktail
nerds—Be Your Own Bartender is the best way to
discover the perfect cocktail for you, in a journey as
user-friendly as it is fun.

Cook's Science
Simple science is all that’s required for transforming
dinner from a good dish and making it a great dish.
Jessica Gavin, culinary scientist, teaches recipes that
help make meals that are better, faster and more
delicious any night of the week. This practical and
unique cookbook will help take your cooking to the
next level by uncovering the science behind cooking
great food. Recipes will be infused with Jessica’s food
science knowledge, and categories include 15-minute
recipes, recipes by technique/device (slow cooker,
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Easy Culinary Science for Better Cooking
Mayonnaise "takes" when a series of liquids form a
semisolid consistency. Eggs, a liquid, become solid as
they are heated, whereas, under the same conditions,
solids melt. When meat is roasted, its surface browns
and it acquires taste and texture. What accounts for
these extraordinary transformations? The answer:
chemistry and physics. With his trademark eloquence
and wit, Hervé This launches a wry investigation into
the chemical art of cooking. Unraveling the science
behind common culinary technique and practice,
Hervé This breaks food down to its molecular
components and matches them to cooking's chemical
reactions. He translates the complex processes of the
oven into everyday knowledge for professional chefs
and casual cooks, and he demystifies the meaning of
taste and the making of flavor. He describes the
properties of liquids, salts, sugars, oils, and fats and
defines the principles of culinary practice, which
endow food with sensual as well as nutritional value.
For fans of Hervé This's popular volumes and for
those new to his celebrated approach, The Science of
the Oven expertly expands the possibilities of the
kitchen, fusing the physiology of taste with the
molecular structure of bodies and food.

Keep Sharp
Presents scientific answers to a series of
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miscellaneous
questions,
covering
such topics
as
"Why are bubbles round," "Why are the Earth, Sun,
and Moon all spinning," and "How you can tell the
temperature by listening to a cricket."

Liquid Intelligence: The Art and Science
of the Perfect Cocktail
Filled with low-fat cooking tips and hints, along with
hundreds of recipes th extract maximum flavor from
the least required amount of fat, this revised
cookbook teaches every technique used in today's
homes and professional kitchens. Tour.

Be Your Own Bartender: A Surefire Guide
to Finding (and Making) Your Perfect
Cocktail
Want to match your new Modernist Bread set with
your Modernist Cuisine: The Art and Science of
Cooking set? We have created a sleek stainless steel
case with two removable wedges for cover protection
and easy reshelving. A wonderful new look for your
library and/or kitchen. Slipcase and wedges only
(books not included).

The New Class War
Keep your brain young, healthy, and sharp with this
science-driven guide to protecting your mind from
decline by neurosurgeon and CNN chief medical
correspondent Sanjay Gupta. Throughout our life, we
look for ways to keep our mind sharp and effortlessly
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globetrotting
neurosurgeon
Dr.
Sanjay Gupta offers insights from top scientists all
over the world, whose cutting-edge research can help
you heighten and protect brain function and maintain
cognitive health at any age. Keep Sharp debunks
common myths about aging and cognitive decline,
explores whether there’s a “best” diet or exercise
regimen for the brain, and explains whether it’s
healthier to play video games that test memory and
processing speed, or to engage in more social
interaction. Discover what we can learn from “superbrained” people who are in their eighties and nineties
with no signs of slowing down—and whether there are
truly any benefits to drugs, supplements, and
vitamins. Dr. Gupta also addresses brain disease,
particularly Alzheimer’s, answers all your questions
about the signs and symptoms, and shows how to
ward against it and stay healthy while caring for a
partner in cognitive decline. He likewise provides you
with a personalized twelve-week program featuring
practical strategies to strengthen your brain every
day. Keep Sharp is the only owner’s manual you’ll
need to keep your brain young and healthy regardless
of your age!

The Flavor Equation
Winner of the 2015 James Beard Award for Best
Beverage Book and the 2015 IACP Jane Grigson
Award. A revolutionary approach to making betterlooking, better-tasting drinks. In Dave Arnold’s world,
the shape of an ice cube, the sugars and acids in an
apple, and the bubbles in a bottle of champagne are
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to be measured,
tested, and
tweaked.
With Liquid Intelligence, the creative force at work in
Booker & Dax, New York City’s high-tech bar, brings
readers behind the counter and into the lab. There,
Arnold and his collaborators investigate temperature,
carbonation, sugar concentration, and acidity in
search of ways to enhance classic cocktails and
invent new ones that revolutionize your expectations
about what a drink can look and taste like. Years of
rigorous experimentation and study—botched
attempts and inspired solutions—have yielded the
recipes and techniques found in these pages.
Featuring more than 120 recipes and nearly 450 color
photographs, Liquid Intelligence begins with the
simple—how ice forms and how to make crystal-clear
cubes in your own freezer—and then progresses into
advanced techniques like clarifying cloudy lime juice
with enzymes, nitro-muddling fresh basil to prevent
browning, and infusing vodka with coffee, orange, or
peppercorns. Practical tips for preparing drinks by the
pitcher, making homemade sodas, and building a
specialized bar in your own home are exactly what
drink enthusiasts need to know. For devotees seeking
the cutting edge, chapters on liquid nitrogen,
chitosan/gellan washing, and the applications of a
centrifuge expand the boundaries of traditional
cocktail craft. Arnold’s book is the beginning of a new
method of making drinks, a problem-solving approach
grounded in attentive observation and creative
techniques. Readers will learn how to extract the
sweet flavor of peppers without the spice, why
bottling certain drinks beforehand beats shaking them
at the bar, and why quinine powder and succinic acid
lead to the perfect gin and tonic. Liquid Intelligence is
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and refining
your
technique, from red-hot pokers to the elegance of an
old-fashioned. Whether you’re in search of astounding
drinks or a one-of-a-kind journey into the next
generation of cocktail making, Liquid Intelligence is
the ultimate standard—one that no bartender or drink
enthusiast should be without.

Cooking for Geeks
Why can you stick your hand into a 450-degree oven
but not into 212-degree boiling water without burning
it? Why does fish taste different from meat? Why do
you cook pork differently from beef? Why should you
always start cooking dried beans in cold water, not
warm? Why should you never cook a Vidalia onion?
What's the only kind of marinade that’s really an
effective tenderizer? Why is strawberry-rhubarb a
good combination, scientifically speaking? And why
don’t potatoes fried in fresh oil ever brown
completely, no matter how long they're cooked?
“Cooking is full of questions that science can help you
answer, questions that can make you a better cook,”
writes the award-winning Los Angeles Times food
editor, Russ Parsons. In this entertaining book packed
with fascinating tidbits, Parsons explores the science
behind such basic cooking methods as chopping,
mixing, frying, roasting, boiling, and baking. You’ll
learn why soaking beans can’t offset their gaseous
effects, why green vegetables shouldn’t be cooked
under a lid for long, which fruits you can buy unripe
and which you should buy fully ripened, which
thickener to choose for your turkey gravy, and which
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Parsons slips in hundreds of cooking tips, provocative
trivia, and touches of wit that make his scientific
explanations go down smoothly. He also includes
more than a hundred recipes that deliciously
exemplify the principles he describes, from Tuscan
Potato Chips and Crisp-Skinned Salmon on Creamy
Leeks and Cabbage to Chocolate Pots de Creme and
Ultimate Strawberry Shortcake.

The Science of Cooking
When you're cooking, you're a chemist! Every time
you follow or modify a recipe, you are experimenting
with acids and bases, emulsions and suspensions,
gels and foams. In your kitchen you denature
proteins, crystallize compounds, react enzymes with
substrates, and nurture desired microbial life while
suppressing harmful bacteria and fungi. And unlike in
a laboratory, you can eat your experiments to verify
your hypotheses. In Culinary Reactions, author Simon
Quellen Field turns measuring cups, stovetop burners,
and mixing bowls into graduated cylinders, Bunsen
burners, and beakers. How does altering the ratio of
flour, sugar, yeast, salt, butter, and water affect how
high bread rises? Why is whipped cream made with
nitrous oxide rather than the more common carbon
dioxide? And why does Hollandaise sauce call for
&“clarified&” butter? This easy-to-follow primer even
includes recipes to demonstrate the concepts being
discussed, including: &· Whipped Creamsicle
Topping—a foam &· Cherry Dream Cheese—a protein
gel &· Lemonade with Chameleon Eggs—an acid
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Cooking for Geeks
The first book to apply the latest scientific research to
America’s favorite form of cooking, by the curator of
the highly successful website Amazingribs.com, with
175 sure-fire recipes

How to Read a French Fry
After more than 20 years of obsessive research and
testing, America's Test Kitchen has literally written
the book on how to master your kitchen. Logically
organized and packed with step photography, this will
be the ultimate one-stop resource for both shopping
and cooking. Have you ever wished that your kitchen
came with instructions? Let the experts at America's
most trusted test kitchen show you the ropes in this
new illustrated compendium of techniques, tips,
tricks, recipes, and reviews for the home cook. This is
a handbook for everyone, beginner to expert, that is
not only useful but also entertaining, thoughtprovoking, and utterly unique. It will appeal to
longtime fans of the magazine who want to see
behind the scenes as well as to novice cooks who
want to get everything right in the kitchen from the
beginning. Never before has America's Test Kitchen
revealed the secrets behind our extensive testing
procedures and exacting recipe development process;
in this new book, come behind the scenes to see how
we pick the best equipment and ingredients and
create the most foolproof recipes out there. With
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dozens ofIn
equipment
recommendations,
hundreds of
ingredient entries, mini lessons on basic cooking skills
and useful kitchen science, plus illustrated step-bystep instructions for 50 of our most essential recipes.

How to Cook Everything The Basics
Eight years ago, Alton Brown set out to create a
cooking show for a new generation. The result was
Good Eats, one of Food Network’s most popular
programs. Four years ago, Brown set out to write a
cookbook for people who would rather understand
their food than follow a recipe. A mix of cutting-edge
graphics and a fresh take on preparing food, I’m Just
Here For the Food became one of the bestselling
cookbooks of the year—and received the James Beard
Foundation/KitchenAid Book Award as best reference
book. This year, to commemorate and celebrate this
success story (more than 300,000 copies in print),
STC is pleased to announce I’m Just Here For the
Food: The Director’s Cut. This special edition features
10 brand-new recipes, 20 pages of additional
material, a jacket that folds out into a poster, and a
removable refrigerator magnet—along with
everything that made the original a classic instruction
manual for the kitchen. Each of the book’s 15 sections
is a module on a given cooking method—from pan
searing to pressure cooking, stewing to
steaming—with a “master” recipe and a varied
selection of recipes that epitomize the technique. The
text is accented throughout with food facts, history
and lore, and science.
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The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs
In both Europe and North America, populist
movements have shattered existing party systems
and thrown governments into turmoil. The embattled
establishment claims that these populist insurgencies
seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The truth is no
less alarming but is more complex: Western
democracies are being torn apart by a new class war.
In this controversial and groundbreaking new
analysis, Michael Lind, one of America’s leading
thinkers, debunks the idea that the insurgencies are
primarily the result of bigotry, traces how the
breakdown of mid-century class compromises
between business and labor led to the conflict, and
reveals the real battle lines. On one side is the
managerial overclass—the university-credentialed
elite that clusters in high-income hubs and dominates
government, the economy and the culture. On the
other side is the working class of the low-density
heartlands—mostly, but not exclusively, native and
white. The two classes clash over immigration, trade,
the environment, and social values, and the
managerial class has had the upper hand. As a result
of the half-century decline of the institutions that
once empowered the working class, power has shifted
to the institutions the overclass controls:
corporations, executive and judicial branches,
universities, and the media. The class war can resolve
in one of three ways: • The triumph of the overclass,
resulting in a high-tech caste system. • The
empowerment of populist, resulting in no constructive
reforms • A class compromise that provides the
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Western democracies must incorporate working-class
majorities of all races, ethnicities, and creeds into
decision making in politics, the economy, and culture.
Only this class compromise can avert a never-ending
cycle of clashes between oligarchs and populists and
save democracy.

James Beard's Theory and Practice of
Good Cooking
Cooking for Geeks is more than just a cookbook.
Author and cooking geek Jeff Potter helps you apply
curiosity, inspiration, and invention to the food you
prepare. Why do we bake some things at 350°F /
175°C and others at 375°F / 190°C? Why is mediumrare steak so popular? And just how quickly does a
pizza cook if you "overclock" an oven to 1,000°F /
540°C? This expanded new edition provides in-depth
answers, and lets you experiment with several labs
and more than 100 recipes--from the sweet (a patentviolating chocolate chip cookie) to the savory (pulled
pork under pressure).

Modernist Cuisine Stainless Steel
Slipcase
Written as a textbook with an online laboratory
manual for students and adopting faculties, this work
is intended for non-science majors / liberal studies
science courses and will cover a range of scientific
principles of food, cooking and the science of taste
and smell. Chapters include: The Science of Food and
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Nutrition of
Science of Taste
and
Smell; Milk, Cream, and Ice Cream, Metabolism and
Fermentation; Cheese, Yogurt, and Sour Cream;
Browning; Fruits and Vegetables; Meat, Fish, and
Eggs; Dough, Cakes, and Pastry; Chilies, Herbs, and
Spices; Beer and Wine; and Chocolate, Candy and
Other Treats. Each chapters begins with biological,
chemical, and /or physical principles underlying food
topics, and a discussion of what is happening at the
molecular level. This unique approach is unique
should be attractive to chemistry, biology or
biochemistry departments looking for a new way to
bring students into their classroom. There are no prerequisites for the course and the work is appropriate
for all college levels and majors.

On Food and Cooking
Master 50 simple concepts to ensure success in the
kitchen. Unlock a lifetime of successful cooking with
this groundbreaking new volume from the editors of
Cook's Illustrated, the magazine that put food science
on the map. Organized around 50 core principles our
test cooks use to develop foolproof recipes, The
Science of Good Cooking is a radical new approach to
teaching the fundamentals of the kitchen. Fifty unique
experiments from the test kitchen bring the science
to life, and more than 400 landmark Cook's Illustrated
recipes (such as Old-Fashioned Burgers, Classic
Mashed Potatoes, andPerfect Chocolate Chip Cookies)
illustrate each of the basic principles at work. These
experiments range from simple to playful to
innovative - showing you why you should fold (versus
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brownies,
why you Magazine
whip egg
whites with sugar, and why the simple addition of salt
can make meat juicy. A lifetime of experience isn't
the prerequisite for becoming a good cook;
knowledge is. Think of this as an owner's manual for
your kitchen.
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